The pre-fall TA workshops are designed for returning (experienced) TAs; there will be a separate TA Orientation workshop schedule for new TAs.

**Synchronous Workshops**

To register for the synchronous workshops, please click [here](#).

- **Facilitating Synchronous Discussion Sections on Zoom (SS/HUMS)**
  - September 18th, 11am-12pm

- **Facilitating Synchronous Discussion in Online Courses (STEM)**
  - September 18th, 1-2pm

- **Fostering Class Community**
  - September 14th, 3-4pm

- **Teaching Sensitive Topics Online**
  - September 25th, 4-5pm

- **TA Panel: Insight from Remote Teaching**
  - September 28th, 3-4pm

Technology workshops: Zoom, GauchoCast, Digital Whiteboards (click [here](#) to sign-up for small-group and individual sessions)

**Asynchronous Workshops**

For more info on how to access the asynchronous workshops, please click [here](#).

- **Fostering Productive Peer Feedback/Review**
  - Available by September 11th

- **Who are Our Undergraduate Students?**
  - Available by September 11th

- **Leading Asynchronous Online Discussions**
  - Available by September 21st